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WORLDWAI

WHY NOT TAMPER WITH SUCCESS?
Variants, Analyses, and Plans
by Jerrold Thomas
Nothing is more enjoyable than writing about
an excellent game, and World War II is an
excellent game. It has a simple, fast system,
which does not intrude too much into the
strategy of the game, which is plenty deep in
itself.
The simple system allows for simple
variations. Also, the game's scope is wide
enough for many what-if's to be included.
The one problem in the game is the situation
- without Russia at full war production the
Germans are all but guaranteed a marginal
victory. This is the one major assumption
made in the game - it assumes that Russia,
unless attacked, would not have been
capable of the tremendous effort it did, in
fact, make.
All of the comments below relate to the 1939
Campaign Scenario unless otherwise noted.
The items are grouped only to facilitate the
Historical Commentary. All of the items are
seperable, feel free to pick and choose, either
just to try something out, or to adjust play
balance for yourselves in a particular
situation.
Britain
Britain in the '39 game has several options
open to it which are not accurate. The most
obvious is the absence of any need to send
troops to France - had Britain not sent the
B.E.F., a Franco-German alliance against
Britain was a distinct possibility, since
France and Britain were not so tightly allied
as often appears.
Also missing from the game is an early allied
amphibious capability (a la Narvik and
Dieppe) which, while not substantial, would
have a nuisance value.
A major consideration missing from the
game is the results of a successful Axis
invasion of England. England was the base
for Allied Bombing operations as well as for
the D-Day invasion; England also supplied
and supported the French underground. The
population of England would have been
virtually captive because of its need to import
food, and could hardly have produced any
appreciable number Of troops. Instead, it
would likely have further
increased
Germany's industrial capacity, especially as
regards to tanks and aircraft.

Loss of Malta, likewise, would have virtually
ended Allied shipping through the Mediterranean, and would have effectively increased
Axis transport capability. One of the more
speculative what-if's regards a GermanJapanese link-up through the Suez, should
this area fall to the Axis. Even a brief
Japanese presence in the area would have
enormous implications.
SCENARIOS:
No BEF - If Britain has not sent at least two
Strength Points to France before it falls,
France concludes an active treaty with
Germany, use the Active France Rules. With
a BEF of 2 S.P.'s there is a 1/6 chance of an
active France; with a BEF of 4, there is a 1/6
chance that France cannot be Vichy'ed, each
additional S.P. increases this chance by 1/6
(use a die roll of your choce).
Amph. Capacity - until the Allies have a
regular Amphibious capacity, Britain has a
one-time, one-point Amphibious capability
in the Atlantic only.
Fall of Malta - Should Malta fall to the Axis,
the British roll on the following chart for
shipping through the Mediterranean: For
each S.P. 1-2=the S.P. arrives safely;
3-4=the S.P. does not arrive; 5-6=the S.P. is
destroyed. Also, the Italians may have 5
S.P.'s in Africa, and they may transport 2
S.P.'s per Game-Turn.
Active France - With an active France, all
French S.P.'s outside France remain on
the map, there is no German garrison
requirement, and no French partisans. The
Germans may use the French naval capacity
in the Mediterranean, and they gain one
Amph. point to use in either the Atlantic or
the Mediterranean.
Active France may be called by the German
Player at any time when the conditions for
Vichy France are met and Britain has not
sent at least 2 S.P.'s to France. The German
Player rolls the die - 1,2,3,4 and France is an
Active Axis Ally; 5,6 and Vichy France is an
Active Axis Ally - use the regular Vichy
German Occupation of England Effects
A. German Reinforcements/Replacements:
Germans receive one additional reinforcement or replacement point per Game-Turn if
they occupy Britain up to the weather line;
two Strength Points per Game-Turn if they

occupy the whole of Britain. These points
may be used for mech or para units - they can
increase the number of German replacement
points available per year.
B. French Garrison: Each German Strength
Point counts for two on the partisan chart - 4
S.P.'s would eliminate any chance of French
Partisans, as long as there are Axis units in
Britain.
C. Allied Invasions: as long as there are Axis
units in Britain, the Allies may not use more
than 3 Amph points in the Atlantic.
D. The "Yellow Peril": The Germans must
occupy Suez on the 10th or 11th Game-Turn
- then on a die roll of 1 or 2, the Japanese
Fleet sorties in the Mediterranean - the
Germans receive two S.P.'s worth of
Automatic
Naval transport,
and the
Mediterranean, Persian Gulf, and Red Seas
are all closed to British transport for that
Game-Turn; no Lend Lease may arrive via
the Persian Gulf route.
These effects may be called for on either
Game-Turn 10 or 11 if the Germans occupy
Suez on both of these turns; they may roll the
die each turn, also, and may effect a
successful roll on Game-Turn 10 and delay
its impact until Game-Turn 11.
.Russia and the Minor Countries
The '39 scenario omits many things which
took place in '39 and '40, but which, for lack
of profit, will not take place in the game. An
example is the Winter War - it was almost
certain to take place, but it is not reflected in
the game. Likewise, the '39 scenario has no
provisions for the occupation of Bessarabia
and the Baltic States by Russia, nor for the
various divisions of Poland and the Baltic
States which were considered by German
and Russia.
For the Balkan states, the limitations 0
troops in Russia are unrealistic, as both
Rumania and Hungary had over 100,()(X)
men in Russia on several occasions.
Another crucial consideration was the
Russian winter; in '42 it was earlier an
harder than in '40, '43, or '41; this can easily
be reflected without changing the Russi
advantages.
SCENARIOS
Winter War - on Game-Turn 2, the Russians
lose 3 S.P.'s, the Finns lose 1, these losses
may not be replaced.
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Russian Occupation - on Game-Turn 4
Russia may occupy the Baltic States (Latvia,
Estonia and Lithuania) and may (or may not)
occupy Bessarabia (hexes 1915 and 2015).
Balkan Forces - on Game-Turn 4, Rumania
and Bulgaria each receive a 1 S.P.
reinforcement. All Balkan countries need
only to keep 1 S.P. in their home countries.
Role of Finland - Finland is an active Axis
Ally, but its units may not move more than
one hex from Finland, and may not attack
Russian units until the turn after Germany
attacks Russia.
Partition of Poland - The original division of
Poland and the Baltic States into "spheres of
influence" gave Russia rather more of
Poland and gave Germany Lithuania;
accordingly, Players may let Russia occupy

hexes 1612 and 1613, and let Germany
occupy Lithuania on Game-Turn 4.
Mild Winter Rules - All winters except the
winter of 1942 are "mild" (relatively, that is!)
Where the first winter (Rule 11.21)is "mild",
Russian and Finnish defensive strength
doubles, and Axis defensive strength is
halved.
Where the second winter is not "mild",
German and Axis Allied units (except Finns)
are halved in attacking (keeping fractions in
all cases, but rounding odd 1/1'S down in
totals).
Italy
Italy's participation was one of the saddest
chapters in the war. Italy was grossly
unprepared in June, 1940 and could

probably have improved its position by
waiting .:Also significant was the absence of
much Italo-German cooperation in areas
ranging from strategy to materials and
production - some of the potentials in these
areas are reflected below.
SCENARIOS
Italian Entry - One of the important effects
of Italy's precipitate entry into the war was
the losses of a substantial portion of its
merchant fleet. For each Game-Turn that
the Italiano entry is delayed, roll it die, a 1
(one) gives the Italians one additional
transport point - they can only get one more
than they start with.
German Assistance - Most of the technical
cooperation plans fell through, but with
more German effort they might have borne
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fruit; accordingly, the Germans can "build"
Italian war capacity. Each Game-Turn
(before Italy enters the war, only!) the
Germans may spend one Reinforcement
Point and roll the die, a 1 or 2 means:
a) The Italians get a 1 S.P. reinforcement
b) The Italians may build one 3 S.P. unit
(and maintain it)
c) The Italian surrender threshhold is
raised by one S.P.
The Germans may attempt this improvement
more than once, so long as Italy has not yet
entered the war. They may not attempt it
more than once per Game-Turn and they
may succeed in the attempt more than once,
with cumulative effects.
Italy in the Balkans - One of the precipitators
of the Balkan campaign was Italy's invasion
of Greece, a move not discussed with
Germany. Accordingly, on Game-Turn 9,
consider Greece to be invaded, with its
invasion reinforcements. Greek troops may
leave Greece to attack Axis troops and can
ally themselves with Britain.
GEOGRAPHY
The scale of the game precludes much
geographic comment, but there is one
substantial error on the map. Hex 1814
should be part of Hungary, not Germany,
since the Slovak State (German-occupied)
did not border on Russia, while Hungary did.
GETTING READ Y
The key factor in preparing for Russia is
men. The premium on Mech, Para, and
Amph points precludes their building in
most cases. My own usual plan is to build
only 2 Mech pts. to bring the Mech units all
up to 4 S.P.'s; smaller units are useless in
Russia.
Sometimes, with a Player who doesn't
reinforce Malta or who plays fast and loose
with Britain, I will build one other Para point
on Turn 1 to keep him honest. All other
points go to building 4's. The chart above
shows how this can' increase the available
strength over the historical situation.
Preparato~ A10ves
A first turn strike at France is essential. The
plans in this issue are acceptable as long as
the Germans can be disengaged in time to
shift east. Generally, if I'm going into Russia,
I leave the Balkans and Norway alone; the
few points they tie down are often crucial on
the eastern front. I do, however, put a few
(2-3) German points into Africa; otherwise,
the British can sometimes do embarrassing
things, and some attrition of them is useful.
General Russian Tips
1. Always count the RC's you hold before you
move. Each level on the Reinforcement Chart
is worth three S.P.'s for certain, so it's worth
even a 3 S.P. unit to take the extra one that
may be needed. (Remember to count in
Lend-Lease, too.)
2. You can sometimes profit by attacking to
recapture an RC, but remember to weigh the
German casualties in only if he cannot afford

them - and make sure that you are not
surroundable.
3. Always attack Mech's by choice as they are
harder to replace.
4. Your Spring Game-Turn finds you at your
most vulnerable; next turn you will not be
doubled and the slow movement prevents
your getting out of reach, while doubling
makes any attacks almost impossible. In
many cases you should stay put unless your
movement will accomplish something.
S. A Fall offensive on your part is often
profitable - you will be doubled next turn so
that each German casualty will markedly
reduce your losses on the following turns.
RUSSIA IN WWII
The key decision in any game of WWII is
whether to invade Russia. My own opinion is
that any gamer worth his salt should plan to
invade; the game system virtually guarantees
a marginal victory, even in the three-Player
game. I usually play a mandatory invasion
rule by the summer of '42 to avoid such
set-up marginal victories.
This article speaks to the Axis Player who
has decided to invade; it will hopefully
provide guidance for some and ideas for
others.
The Situation
The Front - Russia (when it has occupied
Poland and the Baltic States) shares an 8 hex
border with the Axis. This means that 16
units is the maximum that can be deployed
on the front. Along this front, the northern
two hexes (1610, 1611) are outside the
weather area. This can be significant when
the Russian offensive starts in other than a
summer Game-Turn. Two other border
hexes (1612, 1613) are within one hex of a
non-weather area. If the offensive starts in
winter, units can profitably be deployed next
to these hexes.
Space - The crucial factors in Russia are the
Resource Centers (RC's); enough must be
held to weaken the Russian severely. The
significant levels of capture are - 8 RC's,
which can be captured within 3 hexes of the

border; 13 RC's, within 5 hexes; and 19 RC's
within 7 hexes of the border.
The centers are not distributed evenly; the
closer centers cluster in the south, but the
farther ones cluster in the north. The crucial
centers are those around Moscow, 7 hexes
from the border. There is then a significant
break; the centers in the Urals are 12 hexes
from the border. The Germans will have to
take these eventually to break the Russians.
How soon will depend on the state of both
armies as well as the progress of the
British-U.S. operations.
Time - The Russian army will always be
crushed on the first turn, and its replacements alone are insufficient to save it. Its
recourse lies in: (1) trading space for time,
and (2) holding on until the Winter rule and
Spring give it a chance to recoup. Usually the
timing of the winter Game-Turns will be
crucial. Time is on the side of the Russian
because of the otherallies, also a campaign
not concluded by the end of 1942 can lead to
serious problems as the Allied amphibious
ability grows.
The Strength Comparison Chart shows that
the high point of relative strength occurs in
summer, 1940. After summer, 1941 the ratio
begins to drop sharply, as the Russian
reinforcement rate exceeds the German.
What does not show is that it is sometimes
difficult to disengage from France and get
back to the east by Summer, 1940, and if
France is not conquered, only a part of the
Wehrmacht can be used against Russia. My
own experience is that I can usually bring all
but 4 of the above Strength Points to the east
by 4/40. After that, the troop committments
to other fronts begin a slow but steady
increase.
One compensation for waiting is the absolute
strength increase. WW II is a game of
differences, and each additional Strength
Point increases the casualty causing ability of
the Germans, as well as its ability to absorb
losses. Absolute strength is also important
because the strength of the Red Army is
almost an absolute - very few of the initial

Strength Comparison Chart
Red Army Strength

'39
22
22
24
26
28
30
32
34

WW
Option
22
21
23
25
27
29
33
33

GameTurn
4/39
1140
2/40
3/40
4/40
1141
2/41
3/41

Wehrmacht Strength

Ratios
[12 meeh]
[with 12 mech [with 16 mech
WW
and 2 para]
and 1 para]
'39 Option
-39
1.77
1.77
3~
45
52
56+4it.
6O+4it.
64+4it.
68+4it.
72+4it.

44
SO

S4+4it.
58+4it.
62+4it.
66+4it.
70+4it.

2.07
2.17
2.31
2.28
2.27
2.25
2.23

2.14
?26
2.40
2.38
2.34
2.32
2.30
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units will survive the first turn, and the
replacement rate is independent of the size of
the standing army.
Casualties vs. Reinforcements
This is the key equation in Russia - can the
Germans cause enough casualties to offset
the Russian Winter Production? The chart
below gives a graphic illustration of the
casualty-causing potential of the German
Army.
Given an army in the east of fourteen 4 S.P.
units (including mech), with two 2 S.P. and
two 1 S.P. Axis Allied units, the German can
optimally destroy -.
29.33 SP of single 2's (undoubled)
IS.33 SP of single 2's (doubled)
21.0 SP of single 3's (undoubled)
+ 1.66 overrun by mech
14.66 SP of single 3's (doubled)
+ 2.0 overrun by mech
18.66 SP of double 3's (undoubled)
+ 2.83 overrun by mech
12.66 SP of double 3's (doubled)
+.S overrun by mech

The values above are expected values for
optimal deployment; that is, if you could
deploy your units so as to have the best
chances to inflict losses, the numbers are the
average actual loss you could expect to
inflict.
Most Players will be able to produce near
optimum results in good weather GameTurns (summer and fall), but the smaller
Movement Allowances in Winter and Spring
will often result in a less than optimum
result. This is particularly true since the
doubled units require more concentration.
which can be difficult with small Movement
Allowances. Unincluded in the chart is the
effect of quadrupling; it is not a frequent
occurrence.
Below is a typical Summer, 1941 campaign
from a losses vs. reinforcements standpoint.
:"
Game
Turn
1
2
3
4

~"''''
•• ••
"SEe..
o
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z;g

RUSSIAN STRENGTH
Lost Remain Repl Balance
29.33 4.66
24.0
28.66 11 Re's
21.0
7.66
17.0
24.66 18 RC's
12.66 12
12.0
23 RC's
24.0
10.0
14.0
12.0
26.0
23 RC's

This situation looks positive in that the
Russians are not gaining, until you realize
that this is Optimum Russian losses vs.
Average Russian replacements. While the
replacements will probably stay as is, there is
a considerable potential for the losses to be
considerably less; especially as the Germans
usually take Winter losses in this offensive.
ALL IN THE FALL OF THE YEAR THE OCTOBER, 1940 OFFENSIVE
This is perhaps my favorite offensive
strategy. As I use it, it has the following
advantages:

1. It blunts the effect of the Russian Winter
Rule; the Russian
force is always
disorganized just after the invasion, and is
thus ill-prepared to take. advantage of its
double status. The one unit per Resource
Center also hampers concentration with the
small winter Movement Allowance.
2. It compels placement of reinforcements
within reach. The closeness of spring forces
the Russian to keep within 7 hexes of the
border or abandon all but his last line of
R.C.'s. A successful winter attack by the
Germans will force placement of the Russian
winter reinforcements where they cannot be
used in the next Game-Turn.
3. Using the building plan outlined, the
Germans will be 8 Strength Points stronger
here than in the Historical '41 game; they
have virtually all the strength that can be
deployed.
4. The campaign can be concluded before
British and U.S. strength, or Lend-Lease,
become factors.

Seven Come Eleven
Generally, it is always to the German Player's
advantage to build all 4 S.P. units; they are
unmatchable by the Allies until 1943 and
thus provide an attack margin and defensive
security.

This offensive will usually find a strong
(40+) German army; but the action will be
deep in Russia, and the Russian Army will be
brittle. The Germans will maintain a marked
edge.

The initial attack on Russia is a special case,
however. The unique situation of many single
2 S.P. units can sometimes make it
worthwhile to alter this policy of building of
all 4's.

Using this offensive, the fall, 1940
Game-Turn would see the following German
set-up:
two 4's each - 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613
one 4 each - 1714, 1513
two 4 mech - 2015
one 4 mech and 1 2(it.) - 1915
one 4 and 1 2(it.) - 1512

It takes only seven Strength Points to overrun
a "2" or to guarantee its destruction. The
Germans can often increase the number of
overrun groups at their disposal by building
an even mix (half and half) of 4's and 3's.

The units on hexes 1610-13 overrun and
continue, seeking combat at Leningrad or
elsewhere. The 4 on hex 1512 combines with
one of the units on 1610-11, leaving the other
free to contest the RC's around Moscow.
The 1714 and 15i3 4's combine to overrun
Russians on 1813 and stop; attacking hex
1914 and advancing. Mech on 2015 attack
2115 and advance, isolating the units on 2014
- units on 1915 automatically eliminate this
unit and advance. All the Mech then move to
do more overruns or contest RC's, depending
on reserve placements.
Depending on the Russian reserve placement, this set-up can occupy or contest up to
15 RC's on Game-Turn 1; it will be in range
of another 8 even with winter movement. The
Russian will have to place his reinforcements
where they can either be attacked or cannot
get into combat on the winter Game-Turn; a
possibility exists for the Germans to make a
Moscow pocket. The Finns should have 4
S.P.'s on hex 1907, the Hungarians and
Rumanians should Rail to the non-weather
terrain in E. Prussia.
Obviously this set-up will vary according to
the specific Russian placement of his reserves
(the 2's behind the line). One option is to
replace the Mech on 1915 with a Rumanian
and put it on hex 1512. I would do this if a
reserve 2 was right behind the line in the
north; the two 4's could then overrun it.

In the current set-up, the Mech's will move
northeast, stopping to overrun any units in
the Crimea. One goal is to have as many
units as possible within 3 hexes of the
Moscow RC group - if the Russians can be
driven out of this group by the end of the
spring Game-Turn, they will most likely lose,
as the Germans will have two good weather
Game-Turns to assault the Urals.
The Germans should still, using this
offensive, be able to get all of their 4 pt.
reinforcement turns in before taking any
replacements. This should allow them to
maintain 60 S.P.'s plus allies in Russia while
still tending their other fronts.

Basically, if the Germans would have seven
(or more) groups of eight Strength Points
available in the East, they could gain one
group by converting their groups to seven's.
A problem is that preparation for the "7
come 11" approach must begin early.
Delicacy is required to balance the need for
4's in the French Campaign with the need to
keep some 3's as 3's.
In my experience, the "7 come 11" attack is
most useful in a. Winter or Summer
campaign. In a Fall Campaign the closeness
of winter can lead to excess casualties
because of the weakness of the 7's, and in the
spring there are no overruns to speak of.
The trade-off is the increased ability to inflict
casualties immediately versus the increased
vulnerability in the longer run. In Winter
and Summer '41 I would usually choose it
because advance is crucial and there is some
time to reorganize before the Russian Winter
Rule takes effect.
As an example, the following is a Winter,
1941 set-up and initial move against a
massed Russian reserve placement in the
north (hexes 1808, -09, -10, & -11).
Axis Units
Hexes
two 4's ea.
1610
one 4, one 3 ea.
1512,·13,-14; 1611,-12
one 4 mech, one 3 ea. 1511
two 4 mech ea.
2015
two 2 (It.) ea.
1714
one 1 (Hung.) ea.
1515
one 2 R, one 1 Rea.
1915

14
Moves
Units in 1514 overrun (O.R.) 1712 and stop,
attack 1713 Automatic Victory (A.V.).
Units in 1513 O.R. 1811
Units in 1612 O.R. 1711
Units in 1512 O.R. 1810 move to 1911
Units in 1511 O.R. 1809 and stop, attack
1808 (A. V.)
Units in 1611 move to 2008, attack 2007
(A.V.)
Units in 1610 O.R. 1710, one 4 move to 2010,
one 4 move to 1814, attack 1813
Units in 1714 move to 1814, attack 1914
Units in 1915 attack 2014 (A.V.)
Units in 2015, one 4 attack 2014 (A.V.), one 4
attack 2115 and advance
NOTE: The attack on 2014 is resolved as the
first battle, the advance after combat on this
battle will isolate hexes 1813 and 1914, which
become A.V.'s (Automatic Victories).
With the given Russian Reserve Placement,
this move gives 14-15 RC's occupied and 26
Russian S.P.'s destroyed.

MINI-GAME KEY
2 -Starting Russian units
3 -R.C, Victory Points
7 -Penetration Victory Points
__
-Penetration Line

THE WORLD WARII
BARBAROSSA MINI-GAME
Basically, the Barbarossa Mini-Game is two
Game-Turns of a German Invasion of Russia
- its drawback is that the Russian Player has
little to do; most of his units will be
destroyed. The best way to play the
mini-game is to play it in pairs, switching
sides ,and comparing scores to determine who
did the best with his material.
The Set Up
The German may choose to invade anytime
after Summer, 1940. He has the following
forces available at the start. The forces are
given in terms of Reinforcement points, with
which the German may "build" his army. He
must build at least ten Mech and one Para
Strength Point(s).
Fall, 1940:
74 Reinforcement Points
Winter, 1941: 78 Reinforcement Points
Spring, 1941: 82 Reinforcement Points
Summer, 1941: 86 Reinforcement Points
Fall, 1941:
88 Reinforcement Points

After building his army, the German may
add four Italian Strength Points, three
Rumanian, and one Hungarian S.P. Two of
the Rumanians may not leave Rumania.
The Russian forces are largely depicted on
the Map. Additionally, the Russians have
one 2 off the amp at Murmansk, and another
on the Turkish border. Depending on the
turn of invasion, the Russians will have the
following numbers of 2 S.P. units available as
"reserves", to be placed anywhere.
Fall, 1940:
3 units
Winter, 1941: 4 units
Spring, 1941: 5 units
Summer, 1941: 6 units
Fall, 1941:
8 units
The Germans set up their units first, and
then the Russians set up their reserve units.
Two Game-Turns are then played, and the
results are evaluated as follows:
Victory Conditions
Victory is determined on a Points basis. Both
Players score Victory Points as follows:
VICTORY
POINTS
ACTION
SCORED
Russian
For each German ,Reinforcement
Point which attacks or enters
1 pt.
Russia (this would mean that one
mech S.P. is worth two V.P.'s)
For each eliminated Axis S.P.
10 pts.
German
For each eliminated Russian S.P.
For each hex of Penetration*
For each German unit exited
Both Players
For each RC. occupied

1 pt.
10 pts.
5 pts.

(Value on Map)

Levels of Victory
If the ratio of German-to-Russian points is:
1-1 or less, it is a Russian Decisive Victory
1.5-1 or less, it is a Russian Marginal Victory
2-1 or less It is a Draw (Russian Moral
Victory)
2.5 or less, it is a German Marginal Victory
More than 2.5 it is a German Decisive
Victory.
* To count for penetration, at ,least 4
German units of at least 10 S.P.'s must be at
or beyond the distance claimed. If this
condition is met for units exited, the
penetration value of the exit hex may be
added to the German V.P. total.
Mediterranean Front - At the end of the
Game, the German rolls the die and
compares the number rolled to the number
of S.P.'s that he has withheld from his forces
for duty on other fronts. If the S.P.'s held off
total less than the die roll, the excess die roll
numbers are scored by the Russian as Axis
points eliminated (i.e., 10 pts. each). Each
Game-Turn after Fall, 1940, increase the die
roll by "one" ••

